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Simulation of Constrained
Mechanical Systems—Part I:
An Equation of Motion
This paper presents an equation of motion for numerical simulation of constrained me-
chanical systems with holonomic and nonholonomic constraints. In order to avoid the
error accumulation typically experienced in such simulations, the standard equation of
motion is enhanced with embedded force and impulse terms which perform continuous
constraint and energy correction along the numerical solution. To avoid interference
between the kinematic constraint correction and the energy correction terms, both are
derived by taking the geometry of the constrained dynamics rigorously into account. In
this light, enforcement of the (ideal) holonomic and nonholonomic kinematic constraints
are performed using ideal forces and impulses, while the energy conservation law is con-
sidered as a nonideal nonlinear nonholonomic constraint on the simulated motion, and
as such it is enforced with nonideal forces. As derived, the equation can be directly dis-
cretized and integrated with an explicit ODE solver avoiding the need for expensive
implicit integration and iterative constraint stabilization. Application of the proposed
equation is demonstrated on a representative example. A more elaborate discussion of
practical implementation is presented in Part II of this work. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4005572]

1 Introduction

Constrained dynamical systems are traditionally modeled with
differential-algebraic equations (DAE), composed by differential
equations of the unconstrained motion and a set of algebraic and
differential relations which represent kinematic motion constraints.
Derivation of such a model is often performed utilizing the Lagran-
gian equations of the first kind, employing dependent coordinates
and algebraic variables (Lagrangian multipliers) which directly
incorporate the constraint reaction forces into the equation [1].

The classical method for integration of Lagrangian equations of
the first kind is to first represent the kinematic constraints on the
acceleration level, then embed these constraints into the equation of
motion, and finally integrate the resulting set of ordinary differential
equations with a standard ODE solver. As is generally recognized
however, direct numerical implementation of this (index-1 DAE
problem) ODE formulation (of the original index-3 DAE problem)
cannot maintain invariance of the constraint set, which results in
motion constraints that drift along the numerical solution, and thus
no longer represent the actual dynamics of the system [2].

In addition to the Lagrangian equation of first kind, constrained
dynamical systems can also be modeled with approaches devel-
oped by Gauss [3], Maggi [4], Gibbs-Appell [5,6], Hamel [7],
Kane and Levinson [8], and Udwadia and Kalaba [9–11] as exten-
sively discussed by Pars [12], Neimark and Fufaev [13], Goldstein
[14], Arnold [15], Lurie [16], Papastavridis [17], and Vujanović
and Atanacković [18]. As generally recognized however, unlike
unconstrained systems (modeled with Lagrangian equation of sec-
ond kind, ODEs, which can be directly discretized and precisely
solved with standard ODE solvers), direct utilization of a
constrained dynamical model, derived by assuming an ideal com-
putational environment, results in error accumulation through
numerical simulations. Due to this practical issue, numerical inte-
gration of DAEs has attracted considerable research effort, a
review of which can be found in [19–24].

The main question in all DAE problems is, how to ensure that
the small numerical error made at each integration step does not
accumulate along the solution process. Numerous formulations
propose some form of iterative constraint correction on the com-
puted solution to prevent drifting constraints, [25–34,36]. Imple-
mentation of such an algorithm often requires a custom built
implicit integrator (enhanced with an iterative correction algo-
rithm), development of which may not be trivial [37].

A well-known alternative, which does not utilize iterative cor-
rection, was proposed by Baumgarte [38,39]. The approach is
motivated with an idea by which artificially added high-gain
spring-damper forces can be used to enforce the motion con-
straints. Although the stiffness-damping constants often require
delicate adjustment due to the trade-off between stability and ac-
curacy of the numerical solution, Baumgarte’s method is known
to be practical; namely, it can be utilized with standard ODE
solvers.

Regardless of whether iterative correction is applied or not, it
has been recognized that while in many cases the considered DAE
is not stiff, the reformulated systems (i.e., Baumgarte’s constraint
stabilization with highly stiff spring constants chosen to provide
precise constraint satisfaction) is stiff by its nature. This specific
issue, here related to Baumgarte’s method, is also present for
many alternative formulations proposed for DAE integration [40].
Practically, this is the reason why integration of constrained
dynamical systems (which are originally nonstiff by nature) needs
to be performed with a computationally expensive implicit solver
usually required to integrate dynamical systems when they are
stiff by nature.

Motivated by the research conducted on numerical simulation
of constrained dynamical systems, this paper proposes a theoreti-
cal development, an equation of motion derived for precise
long-time simulations with standard explicit ODE solvers. While
integration of this equation with an implicit solver is not excluded,
the objective here is to focus on explicit integration which is well-
suited to real-time simulations [41–43].

Unlike traditional derivations, the basic assumption during the
development of the equation of motion here is that the computa-
tional environment is nonideal, the integrated solution is error
contaminated, such that, neither the kinematic constraints
imposed on the system nor the energy-type conservation law
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considered as an attribute of the system, are exactly satisfied.
Using this assumption, a systematic derivation is carried out
which results in an equation of motion that directly incorporates
the correction terms required for precise satisfaction of the holo-
nomic and nonholonomic kinematic relations and also prevents
energy drift along the motion. The separate kinematic constraint
correction terms and the energy correction terms are derived to be
compatible with each other by taking the geometry of the con-
strained dynamics rigorously into account. This is achieved by uti-
lizing ideal forces and ideal impulses to correct the simulated
motion with respect to the (ideal) kinematic constraints, while
using a nonideal constraint force which is tangent to the constraint
manifold to enforce an energy type conservation law. This idea,
enables decoupled constraint and energy correction, which is
numerically demonstrated to lead to significant improvement in
accuracy over a long time integration.

Compared to the equation presented in [44], the one derived
here incorporates nonholonomic constraints and provides a physi-
cally consistent means to perform energy conserving DAE inte-
gration. These features are recognized as nontrivial to incorporate
into many DAE integration methods, which is the main reason
why they are rarely offered in the literature. The procedural way
to perform this extension of [44] demonstrates the generality of
the presented formulation.

The presented equation, which is valid with nonredundant and
also redundant constraints, is derived by applying principles of
analytical mechanics. However, unlike in classical considerations,
Lagrangian multipliers (which are theoretically not defined
for redundant constraints [10,21]) have not been utilized. Instead,
we employ the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (pseudoin-
verse) [45], to represent the explicit equation of constrained
motion which regardless of constraint redundancy remains physi-
cally consistent [11]. Following derivation, application of the pro-
posed equation is demonstrated on representative examples.
Further application on more complex problems together with a
discussion of the implementation is provided in Part II of this
work.

2 Constrained Dynamical Systems

In this section, the equation of motion for a constrained dynam-
ical system, enhanced with constraint and energy-type correction
terms, is presented. The equation derived is fairly general, namely
it allows incorporation of holonomic and nonholonomic kinematic
constraints, it is valid under redundant constraints and kinematic
singularities, and it also provides a physically consistent way to
perform energy correction along the numerical solution.

2.1 Unconstrained Multibody Dynamics. Consider a dy-
namical system the configuration of which is uniquely specified
by q 2 Rn generalized coordinates. Let the equation of motion of
the considered system be represented in the following form

Mðt; qÞ€q ¼ Qðt; q; _qÞ (1)

where M 2 Rn�n is a symmetric and positive definite mass ma-
trix, Q 2 Rn collects the normal and Coriolis inertial terms and
the applied forces. If no constraints are applied on Eq. (1), the
dynamical system is considered as unconstrained with respect to
the chosen (generalized) coordinates q.

2.2 Bilateral Constraints: Revised. Let us introduce addi-
tional m holonomic and p nonholonomic consistent bilateral con-
straints on the system dynamics respectively,

Uqðt; qÞ ¼ 0; Uvðt; q; _qÞ ¼ 0 (2)

where t 2 ½0; T�, Uq : ½0; T��Rn!Rm, Uv : ½0; T��R2n!Rp.
In this section the above constraints will be interpreted as ideal

physical constraints to which the system is subjected. By means
of further specification of Eq. (2), we assume that the holonomic
constraints are twice differentiable while the nonholonomic con-
straints are at least once differentiable with respect to all of their
respective arguments. In the present context, the intention is to
enforce all constraints on the position and velocity levels. In this
light, let us redefine Eq. (2) by introducing the extended constraint
set as

Uqðt; qÞ ¼ 0; _Uqðt; q; _qÞ ¼ 0; Uvðt; q; _qÞ ¼ 0 (3)

The intention here is to replace the nonlinear position and
velocity level constraints Eq. (3) with two separate constraint sets,
one which is linear with respect to velocities and another which is
linear with respect to the accelerations. In this light, let us denote
the holonomic constraints that evolve along the dynamic trajec-
tory with UqðtÞ :¼ Uqðt; qðtÞÞ, and define a first order Taylor
expansion of this function as,

Uqðtþ dtÞ ¼ UqðtÞ þ ðAq _q� bqÞdtþ Oðdt2Þ

where Aqðt; qÞ ¼ @Uq=@q and bqðt; qÞ ¼ �@Uq=@t. Similarly,

one can define the Taylor expansion for _UqðtÞ :¼ _Uqðt; qðtÞ; _qðtÞÞ
and UvðtÞ :¼ Uvðt; qðtÞ; _qðtÞÞ respectively as,

_Uqðtþ dtÞ ¼ _UqðtÞ þ ðAq€q� bqvÞdtþ Oðdt2Þ

where bqvðt; q; _qÞ ¼ �ð@ðð@Uq=@qÞ _qÞ=@qÞ _q� 2ð@2Uq=@t@qÞ _q
�@2Uq=@t2 and

Uvðtþ dtÞ ¼ UvðtÞ þ ðAvv€q� bvvÞdtþ Oðdt2Þ

where Avvðt; q; _qÞ ¼ @Uv=@ _q and bvvðt; q; _qÞ ¼ �ð@Uv=@qÞ _q
�@Uv=@t. If dt is interpreted as a small numerical integration
step, then by utilizing Uqðtþ dtÞ ¼ 0, _Uqðtþ dtÞ ¼ 0, and Uv

ðtþ dtÞ ¼ 0, the first order approximation of Eq. (3) can be satis-
fied with constraints defined by

Aq _q ¼ bq � Dq (4)

Av€q ¼ bv � Dv (5)

where Av ¼ ðAT
q ; AT

vvÞ
T
, bv ¼ ðbT

qv; bT
vvÞ

T
while Dq ¼ Uq=dt and

Dv ¼ ð _U
T

q=dt; UT
v =dtÞT .

In contrast to many traditional velocity and acceleration level
constraint representations, the one presented above does not
assume an ideal, error-free computational environment or con-
straint consistent initial conditions. Practically, Eqs. (4) and (5)
incorporate the position Uq � 0 and also velocity level error
_Uq � 0, Uv � 0 (expected) along the numerical integration. Note

that, if the constraints are all holonomic, then Aq ¼ Av and
Dv ¼ _Uq=dt, such that Eqs. (4) and (5) would reduce to the form
presented in Ref. [44]. On the other hand, in an ideal computa-
tional environment, Eq. (4) would be identically satisfied while
Eq. (5) would reduce to the standard acceleration level con-
straints: Av€q ¼ bv.

2.3 Orthogonal Decomposition of the Constraint
Reactions. Let us now assign a generalized constraint force Qc
and a generalized constraint impulse Ic to the acceleration and ve-
locity level kinematic constraints, respectively. Note that while
the (smooth) bilateral constraints (considered in this paper) only
produce a constraint force, we will also introduce Ic to eliminate
the error that is independently induced on the velocity level at
each integration step.

In the following, we introduce a dynamically consistent orthog-
onal decomposition of the generalised impulses and forces with
respect to the constraint manifold,
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Ic ¼ Ic? þ Ick ¼ RTTqR�TIc þ RTNqR�TIc (6)

and

Qc ¼ Qc? þQck ¼ RTTvR
�TQc þ RTNvR

�TQc (7)

where T� ¼ Cþ� C�, N� ¼ I� Cþ� C� (I 2 Rn�n is an identity ma-
trix) are orthogonal projection operators defined for q=v ¼ ð�Þ,
where C� ¼ A�R

�1 is the constraint matrix weighted with an
upper triangular Cholesky factor of the mass matrix M ¼ RTR
while Cþ� is the (Moore-Penrose generalized inverse) pseudoin-
verse of C� [45]. Note that this orthogonal decomposition is con-
sistent with the one proposed in Ref. [46].

According to the D’Alembert principle, a constraint force is
ideal if it is orthogonal to the (acceleration level) constraint mani-
fold [47]. In this light, if the constraint force is assumed to be
ideal, it implies Qc ¼ Qc?. On the other hand, Qc ¼ Qc? þQck,
where Qck is attributed as a nonideal constraint force component
which is tangent to the constraint manifold [11,48]. Following the
same geometrical interpretation, one can analogously introduce an
ideal constraint impulse Ic? which is normal to the (velocity) con-
straint manifold and the corresponding nonideal impulse compo-
nent Ick which lies in the respective tangential direction.

It is important to point out that in the present paper we consider
ideal kinematic constraints, such that the nonideal force compo-
nent introduced above is not used to model general nonideal con-
straint forces, but will only be used to develop a physically
consistent energy conserving integration, see Sec. 2.5. Practically,
while nonideal constraint forces are not excluded here, it would
be more precise to interpret and incorporate such (constraint)
forces as applied forces, see Refs. [17,49,50], rather than consider
them as “tangent’’ components of the constraint reaction forces.

2.4 Constrained Multibody Dynamics. In this section we
will incorporate the position and velocity-level constraints into
the dynamic equations. In particular, the presented derivation
employs generalized inverse theory to derive a constraint force
and the explicit equation of the constrained motion.

Let us start with a general representation of the constrained dy-
namical system,

M€q ¼ QþQc (8)

where Qc is the generalized constraint force. In order to derive Qc
in explicit form, the constrained acceleration is first defined from
Eq. (8), then the result is substituted back to the acceleration level
constraints Eq. (5), to obtain a linear equation

AvM
�1Qc ¼ bv � Ava� Dv (9)

where a ¼M�1Q is the unconstrained acceleration that the
system would have without the imposed constraints, see Eq. (1).

As a next preparation step, we will define, Cv ¼ AvR
�1, and

M�1 ¼ R�1R�T using the upper triangular Cholesky factor of the
mass-matrix R. By utilizing these two relations, the above linear
equation becomes,

CvR
�TQc ¼ bv � Ava� Dv (10)

If the constraint force is assumed ideal Qc ¼ Qc?, one could
define it through a pseudoinverse solution of Eq. (9), that pro-
vides, QT

c M�1Qc ! min : However, to incorporate the possibly
nonideal force component, we will recall a general solution of
Eq. (10) defined below,

Qc ¼ Qc? þQck

¼ RTCþv ðbv � Ava� DvÞ þ RTNvR
�TQ0 (11)

In the obtained relation, the ideal constraint forces Qc? (which
act normal to the constraint manifold) are explicitly defined by the
imposed kinematic constraints Eq. (5). On the other hand, one
would need additional physical information regarding Qc in order
to specify Q0 and as such Qck ¼ RTNvR

�TQ0. In contrast to tradi-
tional simulation approaches, where by means of the D’Alembert
principle, the nonideal force component is neglected, we will
show, in Sec. 2.5, that this component can be used to prevent error
accumulation on the constraint consistent motion.

In order to proceed further, let us define the constrained acceler-
ation, €q ¼ _v, substitute Eq. (11) into Eq. (8) and rewrite the result-
ing equation in the following first order form

_q ¼ v (12)

_v ¼ aþ R�1Cþv ðbv � Ava� DvÞ þ R�1NvR
�TQ0 (13)

Although this formulation incorporates the numerical errors at the
velocity level, _Uq � 0 and Uv � 0, it cannot in general prevent
error accumulation. This is because Eqs. (12) and (13) do not yet
take the numerically induced position level error, given by
Uq � 0, into account. Due to this reason, we introduce an addi-
tional correction term in the velocity equation by adding a gener-
alized impulse to Eq. (12) as

_q ¼ vþM�1Ic (14)

This impulse, Ic, is not generated by the constraints but rather is
introduced to compensate for numerical errors that are independ-
ently induced on velocity level along the integration. A similar
velocity level constraint correction was used in Refs. [21,26,41].
By substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (4) and utilizing the same solu-
tion procedure used to solve (10), the compensation term becomes

Ic ¼ Ic? þ Ick

¼ RTCþq ðbq � Aqv� DqÞ þ RTNqR�TI0 (15)

Note that similar to the constraint force, Ic is separated into an
ideal impulse (first term), which is normal to the velocity con-
straint manifold, and a nonideal impulse (second term), which is
tangent to the constraint manifold. Substituting Eq. (15) into
Eq. (14), and considering the obtained relation together with
Eq. (13), the complete equation of motion for the constrained dy-
namical system is obtained

_q ¼ vþ R�1Cþq ðbq � Aqv� DqÞ (16)

_v ¼ aþ R�1Cþv ðbv � Ava� DvÞ þ R�1NvR
�TQ0 (17)

where a is the unconstrained acceleration, _v is the corrected con-
strained acceleration, _q is the corrected constrained velocity,
while specification of Q0 is the subject of the following discus-
sion. The present formulation utilizes the Cholesky factorization
of the mass matrix instead of relying on its principal square root
M1=2 used by Udwadia and Kalaba [11]. Regardless of this differ-
ence, equivalence between the above equation and the one pro-
posed in Ref. [11] in an ideal computational environment is
provided.2

Since the smooth holonomic constraint enforcement is fully
addressed with the ideal impulse term, we have used I0 ¼ 0 in the
derivation of Eq. (16). By recalling D’Alembert’s principle, Eq.

2In an ideal computational environment, the constraints would be exactly satis-
fied, which would result in, Dq ¼ 0, Dv ¼ 0, and Aqv ¼ bq. In that case, _q ¼ v, and
Eq. (17) would reduce to €q ¼ aþ R�1Cþv ðbv � AvaÞ þ R�1NvR�T Q0. The last two
terms in this equation originate from the general solution of the linear Eq. (10).
The same general solution obtained from a linear Eq. (9) would result in
€q ¼ aþM�1=2Bþðbv � AvaÞ þM�1=2ðI� BþBÞM�1=2Q0, where M ¼M1=2M1=2

and B ¼ AvM�1=2. This equation is the one proposed by Udwadia and Kalaba [11].
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(17) could also be simplified by assuming that the constraint reac-
tion force is ideal, Q0 ¼ 0. By utilizing this assumption and
restricting the constraints to be holonomic, in which case Av ¼ Aq

(Cv ¼ Cq), the above equation reduces to the one proposed by the
authors [44]. However, the force component related to Q0 can be
interpreted as a nonideal reaction force which can only alter the
motion of the system on the constrained manifold. Accordingly,
this constraint force is a natural candidate to eliminate numeri-
cally induced energy dissipation (or addition). With emphasis on
this idea we will further discuss how to define Q0.

2.5 Generalized Energy Correction with Nonideal Con-
straint Forces. Let us now assume that, for the considered
mechanical system, one is able to find a generalized energy-type
conservation law (that is a nonlinear functions of time, position
and velocity) defined by

Ueðt; q; _qÞ ¼ Eðt; q; _qÞ � E0 �
ðt

0

_Eds ¼ 0 (18)

where Ue : ½0; T� �R2n ! R is the energy conservation law,
E : ½0; T� �R2n ! R represents the total mechanical energy of
the system, E0 is the energy of the system at initialization, while _E
is the energy input rate to the system (for conservative systems
_E � 0). While Ue is interpreted here as an energy-type conserva-

tion law [34], it can, without restriction on generality, represent a
nonenergy type conserved quantity as well [51]. Note that under
ideal integration, the conservation law Eq. (18) would be exactly
satisfied along the solution, indicating that Eq. (18) is different by
nature than the kinematic constraints imposed on the motion [17].
Numerical integrations however are never ideal, and as such
Eq. (18) is not expected to be satisfied automatically.

There are two general ways to enforce Eq. (18) along the nu-
merical solution. One can either embed the energy relation in
the ideal nonholonomic constraint set [34,52], in which case
Eq. (18) would be enforced with ideal constraint forces, or one
can utilize a specific implicit discretization scheme [32,53],
which provides automatic energy conservation. Instead of adapt-
ing one of these approaches, we consider the energy relation as
a nonideal nonlinear nonholonomic constraint during the error
contaminated simulation. This idea allows us to perform physi-
cally consistent energy correction by following the procedure
used in Sec. 2.4 for kinematic constraint enforcement. In this
light, let us first represent the energy relation on an acceleration
level as,

Ae€q ¼ be � De (19)

where Aeðt; q; _qÞ¼ @Ue=@ _q, beðt; q; _qÞ¼�@Ue=@t�ð@Ue=@qÞ _q
and De¼Ue=dt. One can now calculate Q0 in order to maintain
Eq. (19). For this purpose, let us first replace the ideal constrained
acceleration €q in Eq. (19) with its corrected counterpart _v defined
by Eq. (17), and then solve the corresponding equation to obtain

Q0 ¼ RT ½CeNv�þðbev � Aeva� DevÞ (20)

where Ce ¼ AeR�1 and ð�Þev ¼ ð�Þe � CeCþv ð�Þv. This force,

Q0, is specifically chosen to provide QT
0 M�1Q0 ! min. Substi-

tuting Eq. (20) into Eq. (17), one obtains the equation of motion
enhanced with a nonideal energy correction force.3 In principle,
nonlinearly nonholonomic kinematic constraints are rare in

practice [13,54], and as such they are usually not considered
in multibody simulations. However, incorporation of these con-
straints as described here is recognized as a natural and physi-
cally interpretable way to perform a generalized energy type
correction.

In summary, the overall correction effort proposed in this paper
has two dynamically independent parts; one is the constraint cor-
rection while another is the energy correction. The kinematic con-
straint correction is performed with ideal generalized forces and
impulses which act orthogonal to the constraint manifold (and as
such can neither add nor dissipate energy from the system) [44].
On the other hand the energy correction is performed with a noni-
deal force component, RTNvR

�TQ0, which can actively inject or
dissipate energy during the numerical simulation in order to main-
tain Eq. (18). As derived, the nonideal correction can only alter
the motion which is consistent with the (ideal) kinematic con-
straints and as such it cannot interfere with the terms used for the
kinematic constraint enforcement. We refer to this energy correc-
tion as physically consistent, which, as demonstrated in Sec. 4,
can lead to a significant accuracy improvement in numerical
integration.

3 Comments on the Proposed Equation

The original formulation of the considered constrained dynami-
cal problem Eqs. (1) and (2) is an index-3 differential algebraic
equation [2], which requires special numerical algorithms for its
precise integration. On the other hand, the present equation can be
directly discretized using explicit ODE schemes (Forward Euler,
Runge-Kutta, etc.) and integrated in the same fashion as one
would integrate ordinary differential equations. This implementa-
tional convenience, which is also the main advantage of Baum-
garte’s method, is of high practical importance. Beyond this, the
presented formulation offers an added benefit. Indeed, while
Baumgarte’s formulation becomes stiff when precise constraint
enforcement is required (i.e., highly stiff springs should be used to
precisely enforce the kinematic constraints), an accurate integra-
tion with Eqs. (16), (17), and (20) does not lead to stiff formula-
tion. This is because the terms containing, 1=dt, that could lead to
a stiff formulation when the step size is reduced, will be canceled
out once an explicit discretization is applied (see the discretized
equations in Part II of this work).

While the constraint accuracy (i.e., accuracy measured on the
constraints) is frequently used to characterize the precision of a
DAE solution, this error indicator may not fully characterize the
accuracy of the considered numerical solution. Namely along the
integration, the constraints can be precisely satisfied (using

Fig. 1 Slider-crank mechanism: l 5 1 m, m 5 1 kg. The simula-
tion is performed for t ‰ ½0; 100�s started from
qð0Þ5 ½

ffiffiffi
2
p

=4;
ffiffiffi
2
p

=4; p=4; 3
ffiffiffi
2
p

=4;
ffiffiffi
2
p

=4;�p=4�T , vð0Þ5 ½0; 0; 0; 0;
0; 0�T and conducted with 5 3 10 2 2 s time step. The strobo-
scopic view represents the motion for t ‰ ½96:9; 99�s.

3In an ideal computational environment, the kinematic constraints and the energy
law would be exactly satisfied, (i.e., Dev ¼ 0), and thus the constrained acceleration

could be exactly computed €q ¼ aþ R�1Cþv ðbv � AvaÞ. In that case, Eq. (20) would

reduce to Q0 ¼ RT ½CeNv�þAeð€q� a� R�1Cþv ðbv � AvaÞÞ, and as such it would not
perform any correction, Q0 ¼ 0.
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iterative corrections up to round-off errors after each time step),
while the response of the system may, for example, be delayed in
time with respect to the exact solution. This kind of error accumu-
lation (also present during ODE integration) is inevitable in nu-
merical simulations. Using the proposed energy correction
scheme however, one can reduce (although not eliminate) the
error that accumulates along the constraint consistent motion.
Indeed, it is subsequently demonstrated (and also shown in Part II
of this work) that the combined kinematic constraint correction
and kinetic energy correction can lead to more precise solutions.

Finally, let us point out that pseudoinversion is a convenient
theoretical tool utilized to present a general formulation,

Eqs. (16), (17), and (20), which is valid even in the case of
constraint redundancy and kinematic singularities [35]. Due to its
generality, direct implementation of this formulation may be com-
putationally expensive. Note however that in practice, Eqs. (16),
(17), and (20) can be implemented without forming the pseudoin-
verses explicitly. Moreover, if the constraints are nonredundant
(as is usually assumed in literature) pseudoinversion is not
required, and one can implement the proposed equation using the
same linear algebra routines used to implement many other DAE
equation. In Part II of this work [55], we specifically discuss a
MATLAB/SIMULINK implementation of the developed equation which
was used to perform real-time multibody simulations.

Fig. 3 From top to bottom the semilog pictures depict: Uq

�� ��, _Uq

�� ��, Uej j, and e 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx2 þ dy2

p
, where dx and dy are measured

with respect to the numerically exact ODE solution. The integration here is performed with 102 2 s time step.

Fig. 2 Horizontal motion of the slider, xs 5 x2 1 ðl=2Þcosðh2Þ vs time. The picture shows that the solution obtained with the
proposed DAE integration method (with 5310 2 2 s time step) is well matched with the numerically exact ODE solution.
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4 Application

Using the proposed equation of motion, Eqs. (16), (17), and
(20), representative simulations are presented. The test examples
chosen in this paper allow derivation of an unconstrained model,
which when solved with a variable step MATLAB solver (ode45(�)
with 10�12 relative and 10�12 absolute tolerance) provide a
numerically exact solution.4 This solution is an ideal reference
which allows us to deduce the overall accuracy of the proposed
DAE solution obtained with Eqs. (16), (17), and (20). The accu-
racy of the proposed DAE integrator is also assessed by reporting
the constraint accuracy,5 and the energy accuracy6 of the
obtained solutions. For further comparison, we also provide a
DAE reference solution obtained using Baumgarte’s constrained
stabilization (implemented with optimal parameters [42]). In order
to assess the proposed formulation, long time simulations are pre-
sented. The examples are solved with a fourth order fixed step
Runge-Kutta (RK4) method implemented in MATLAB. The imple-
mentational details are described in Part II of this work. All physi-
cal quantities used in the simulations have standard SI units
½kg;m; s�, while g ¼ 9:81 m=s2.

4.1 Slider-Crank Mechanism. The slider-crank mechanism
consisting of two links with equal lengths l and masses m is shown
in Fig. 1. By means of constrained dynamics, there are many dif-
ferent formulations which can be used to simulate the motion of
this system. In this paper, we utilize six absolute coordinates
q ¼ ½x1; y1; h1; x2; y2; h2�T . With this coordinate choice, the
unconstrained equation M€q ¼ Q is given in the following simple
form

m 0 0 0 0 0

0 m 0 0 0 0

0 0
1

12
ml2 0 0 0

0 0 0 m 0 0

0 0 0 0 m 0

0 0 0 0 0
1

12
ml2

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

€x1

€y1

€h1

€x2

€y2

€h2

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼

0

�mg

0

0

�mg

0

2
666666664

3
777777775

(21)

where the mass matrix is constant and diagonal. To model the
slider-crank mechanism as a constrained dynamical system,
Eq. (21) is subjected to five holonomic constraints

Uq ¼

x1 � ðl=2Þ cosðh1Þ
y1 � ðl=2Þ sinðh1Þ

x1 þ ðl=2Þ cosðh1Þ � x2 þ ðl=2Þ cosðh2Þ
y1 þ ðl=2Þ sinðh1Þ � y2 þ ðl=2Þ sinðh2Þ

y2 þ ðl=2Þ sinðh2Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775
¼ 0 (22)

where ðx1; y1Þ and ðx2; y2Þ are coordinates of the center of mass
of the links, while h1 and h2 are absolute link angles measured
counterclockwise from a horizontal reference. Beyond the kine-
matic constraints, an energy conservation law,

Ue ¼
1

2
_qTM _qþ mgy1 þ mgy2 � E0 ¼ 0 (23)

is incorporated as a nonideal nonlinear nonholonomic constraint
on the numerical integration.

Figure 1 shows a stroboscopic view of the motion obtained
with large time step (i.e., 5� 10�2), using the proposed DAE inte-
gration method. The corresponding motion of the sliding end of
the mechanism is presented in Fig. 2. For comparison, this figure
also contains the DAE solution with no energy correction and the
solution obtained using Baumgarte’s constraint stabilization. In
addition, we have derived an unconstrained equation of motion
for the slider-crank mechanism,

€h1 þ
3

5� 3cosð2h1Þ
sinð2h1Þ _h2

1 þ
g

l
cosðh1Þ

� �
¼ 0 (24)

(where h1 is the absolute angle of the base link measured counter-
clockwise from a horizontal reference). This equation was used to

Fig. 4 From top to bottom the log-log pictures depict the maxi-
mum constraint error, the maximum energy error and the maxi-
mum overall error. The accuracy/step-size characterizations are
performed through a t ‰ ½0; 100�s simulation. On the last plot,
the CPU time corresponding to integration with and without
energy correction is presented.

4The numerically exact solution is an ideal reference along which the constraints
are exactly satisfied.

5The constraint accuracy is reported by depicting the error on the kinematic
constraints.

6The energy accuracy is reported by depicting the energy error.
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define the numerically exact ODE solution, and an additional
ODE solution obtained using the same fixed step RK4 solver
employed for the proposed DAE integration. Note that with the
large time step used, only the combined constraint and energy
correction provide accurate solution.

Figure 3 depicts the constraint error, energy error and the over-
all error calculated along the previously defined numerical solu-
tions. By applying the presented constraint correction, the motion
constraints are precisely and steadily maintained, while the addi-
tional energy correction prevents energy drift. Figure 3(d) further
shows that while in short and moderately long integrations, the
energy correction may not be essential for precision, in long simu-
lations the energy conserving DAE integrator can significantly
enhance accuracy. More specifically, the proposed explicit DAE
method can maintain higher precision than one could obtain using
even an unconstrained formulation integrated with the same ODE
solver.

In Fig. 4, we characterize the relation between accuracy and
step size for solutions obtained with the proposed explicit DAE in-
tegrator. If a small enough step size is used, the overall error
obtained with the proposed integrator is the same (or lower) than
the error obtained with the unconstrained formulation integrated
with the same ODE solver. With larger time steps, however, the
proposed DAE solution, enhanced with the described energy
correction, maintains a considerably improved accuracy level,
relative to a corresponding ODE formulation, see Fig. 4(d). Com-
pared to the energetically uncorrected DAE solution, application

of the energy correction makes the integration only slightly more
expensive, see Fig. 4(e).

4.2 Double Four-Bar Linkage. Consider the double four-
bar linkage with links of length l and distributed masses m, see
Fig. 5. This example is selected to demonstrate a precise long-
time energy conserving DAE integration through kinematic
singularities.

The linkage is modeled as a constrained system using six coor-
dinates which define the position of the moving joints q ¼ ½x1; y1;
x2; y2; x3; y3�T . The equation of the unconstrained motion, M€q
¼ Q, is given by

2

3
m 0

1

6
m 0 0 0

0
2

3
m 0

1

6
m 0 0

1

6
m 0 m 0

1

6
m 0

0
1

6
m 0 m 0

1

6
m

0 0
1

6
m 0

2

3
m 0

0 0 0
1

6
m 0

2

3
m

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

€x1

€y1

€x2

€y2

€x3

€y3

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼

0

�mg

0

�3

2
mg

0

�mg

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

the holonomic kinematic constraints are

Uq ¼

x2
1 þ y2

1 � l2

ðx2 � lÞ2 þ y2
2 � l2

ðx3 � 2lÞ2 þ y2
3 � l2

ðx2 � x1Þ2 þ ðy2 � y1Þ2 � l2

ðx3 � x2Þ2 þ ðy3 � y2Þ2 � l2

2
6666664

3
7777775
¼ 0

while the energy conservation law is given as

Ue ¼
1

2
_qTM _qþ mg y1 þ

3

2
y2 þ y3

� �
� E0 ¼ 0

Figure 6 shows the solution obtained with the proposed explicit
DAE integrator and with Baumgarte’s constraint stabilization. Al-
ternative ODE solutions are also presented for accuracy assess-
ment. Note that during such long time simulation (i.e., 1000 s),
performed with a relatively large time step (i.e., 10�2s), only the

Fig. 6 Double four-bar linkage: l 5 1m, m 5 1 kg for each link. The simulations are performed through t ‰ ½0; 1000�s, with time

step 10 2 2 s and qð0Þ5 ½0; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1�T vð0Þ5 ½1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0�T . The ODE solutions are obtained using the unconstrained for-

mulation of the problem: €h 1 ð7g=6lÞcosðhÞ5 0, hð0Þ5 p=2, _hð0Þ5 2 1 (h denotes the orientation of the base link, see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Double four-bar linkage: l 5 1m, m 5 1 kg for each link.
Whenever the links become horizontal, y1 5 y2 5 y3 5 0, the link-
age moves through a kinematic singularity.
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energetically corrected DAE integration provides an accurate
solution.

Figure 7 depicts the kinematic constraint error, the error with
respect to the energy conservation law, and the overall error calcu-
lated between the numerically exact solution and the solutions
depicted in Fig. 6. One can see that the kinematic constraints are
steadily maintained, and the energy drift is also prevented. Fur-
ther, the overlap between the DAE solutions obtained with
and without energy correction in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) [and also in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] demonstrates that the proposed energy correc-
tion does not interfere with the kinematic constraint correction.
Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows that the proposed DAE solution remains
accurate despite the long time integration and despite movement
through kinematic singularities.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an equation of motion derived to enable the
effective explicit numerical integration of constrained dynamical
systems modeled with holonomic and nonholonomic kinematic
constraints. The derivation is performed by assuming that the nu-
merical solution is error contaminated, such that neither the kine-
matic constraints nor the energy conservation law can be exactly
satisfied. Due to these practical limitations, the proposed equation
of motion contains embedded terms that perform continuous con-
straint correction and also energy correction during the simula-
tion. The equation can be directly discretized and solved with
standard explicit ODE solvers, and it also provides a viable simu-
lation tool even if the constraint set is redundant or if the system
moves through kinematic singularities. Beyond the presented
examples, implementation and application of the present formula-
tion is further demonstrated in Part II of this work.
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